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Ideapress Publishing was founded by best-selling author Rohit Bhargava to offer an 
alternative to self-publishing or working with a large publisher. Our vision is to bring 
the top quality resources and distribution of a big publisher together with the real 
time advice and coaching from a proven Wall Street Journal bestselling fellow author 
to launch a successful business book. We do this by only using the most experienced 
freelance talent in the industry on our projects - usually people with 20+ years of 
experience in the industry.

Our mission is to produce brilliant business books - and what this means is creating a 
solution that offers everything that independent authors need to publish a successful 
book.

We exist to help insightful experts publish their valuable ideas with more credibility.

www.ideapresspublishing.com
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: 
Ideapress Publishing
230 pp.
September 2017

Territory: World excl. North 
America

Material Available
English MS

A unique set of sales skills with 15 shortcuts 
to make sales happen faster.

What if there were a book that incorporated key 
ideas from all major sales institutes and numerous 
best-selling sales books into a unique set of sales 
skills with fifteen shortcuts to make sales happen 
faster?  

Close Deals Faster is the  only book providing a robust, 
repeatable sales process for both business-to-business 
and business-to-government sales.  It’s applicable to 
companies of any size - from startups to Fortune 500 
enterprises.

John Asher’s passion is to make the complex simple, 
creating greater success in life for everyone. That’s 
the passion, cause, purpose and belief at ASHER 
Strategies. It provides robust revenue growth strate-
gies for CEOs and their sales teams. It does this by 
consolidating best-practice sales methodologies and 
sales aptitude research into the following three areas 
of sales enablement:

•	 10 fundamental sales skills, the “blocking and 
tackling” of sales

•	 15 simple shortcuts to help close sales faster

•	 4 easily learnable levels of emotional intelligence 
to allow salespeople to expertly connect with and 
influence customers and prospects

John Asher was the program manager of a billion-dollar software development pro-
gram in the Navy. He also co-founded an engineering company and started a sales 
and marketing advisory business. He is now a managing director of the Business 
Growth Alliance and Headwaters, S.C., a midcap investment banking firm, and is also 
a special advisor to the private equity divisions of Goldman Sachs and Indian Rivers 
Advisors. Over the last two decades, John has mentored a large cadre of speakers and 
trainers that have fueled the growth of ASHER. He is a recipient of the Lifetime Speaker 
Achievement Award for extraordinary contributions to Vistage, an international orga-
nization of CEOs.

Business & Management

cLOSe DeaLS faSter

“I learned many useful skills; how to research prospects, develop relationships, ask questions, 
listen, and watch for buyer shifts and how to close the sale.” — President, Integrated Billing, 
Oak Creek (Wisconsin) 

JOhn aSher

Spring 2018 Rights List   -   www.2seasagency.com   -   marleen.seegers@2seasagency.com   -   chrysothemis.armefti@2seasagency.com
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Rohit Bhargava is a trend curator, founder of the Influential Marketing Group, and 
an expert in helping brands and leaders be more influential. He is the author of five 
bestselling books on topics as wide-ranging as the future of business and how to build 
a global brand. Rohit has advised leaders at the World Bank, NASA, Intel, LinkedIn, 
MetLife, Under Armour, Univision, Disney and hundreds more global brands. He has 
presented 3 TEDx talks, writes a monthly column for GQ magazine in Brazil and has 
spoken frequently at global events in 32 countries around the world. Rohit is also a 
Professor of Marketing at Georgetown University. His books have been translated into 
14 languages (so far).

“Sharp, articulate and immediately useful.” — Daniel H. Pink, Author of When 

rOhit Bhargava
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: 
Ideapress Publishing
287 pp. 

Territory: World excl. North 
America

Rights Sold
Arabic | Jarir
Korea | Moonyelim
China | Renmin UP
Russia | Mann, Ivanov & Ferber
Vietnam | Thai Ha
Spain | Alienta/Planeta
Brazil | HSM
Ukraine | Vivat

Over 60,000 copies sold. Read 
and shared by over 1.5 million 
readers worldwide

•	 Wall Street Journal Best 
Seller

•	 Winner: Axiom Business The-
ory	Silver	Medal,	Non-Fiction	
Book Awards Gold Medal

•	 Official	Selection:	Gary’s	
Book Club at CES

•	 TOP 50 All Amazon Kindle 
Books

•	 Eric	Hoffer	Book	Award	
Grand Prize Finalist

All translation deals include 
rights to include the latest an-
nually updated trend research 
published by the author.

How to use the power of non-obvious think-
ing to grow your business and make a bigger 
impact in the world.

Non-Obvious is a book that reveals the secrets that 
the world’s leading futurists and innovators use to 
predict the future, along with presenting original 
research, new trends that will change business and 
consumer behaviour. Rather than only revealing the 
trends, this is a rare book that also gives anyone the 
tools and teaches them the habits to be able to learn to 
predict the future for themselves.

Rohit Bhargava has curated his best-selling list of 
non-obvious trends by asking the questions that most 
trend predictors miss. It’s why his insights on future 
trends and the art of curating trends have been uti-
lized by dozens of the biggest brands and organiza-
tions in the world like Under Armour, Intel, Ford, 
Lenovo, LG, Marriott, Unilever, Pfizer, Molson Coors 
and Coca-Cola.

The answers to these questions may not be all that 
obvious. And that’s exactly the point. The power of 
non-obvious thinking can help you see what others 
miss, grow your business and make a bigger impact 
in the world.

Business & Management

nOn OBviOuS. hOw tO think Different, curate iDeaS & 
PreDict the future 
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: 
Ideapress Publishing
229 pp.
September 2017

Territory: World excl. North 
America

Material Available
English MS

Rights Sold
China | Hangzhou Blue Lion (at 
auction)

For five years, “The Top 100 Brands Report” 
has been featured in The New York Times, 
Forbes, Entrepreneur and Business Insider.

How the top 100 brands build loyalty in a skeptical 
world: Today’s consumers are in charge of the ads 
they see – and the brands they choose to let into 
their world. Their friends are generating hundreds 
of interesting and compelling posts a day and com-
manding their attention.

For marketers who assume they can join the conver-
sation, the question is not just how to get some of this 
attention. It’s how to give it. Even though the game 
has changed, many brands still play by the old rules – 
assuming that consumers welcome their messaging. 
Yet other brands easily build authentic connectivity 
and lead consumers through the purchase funnel to 
loyalty.

When Norty Cohen opened his own research facility 
six years ago, his team set out to answer the question, 
“How and Why Do Consumers Adopt Brands?” The 
author’s team asked the write-in question, “Name 
Your Three Favorite Brands,” a total of 5,000 times 
over a five-year period. Given the responses, the team 
probed into how and why they became their favorites.

In this entertaining and informative journey, con-
sumer responses match up to case studies, key 
findings and interviews with top brands. The study 
reveals a new approach – asserting that brand par-
ticipation is the X factor to building loyalty.

Norty Cohen is a creative/account guy/researcher whose agency, Moosylvania, de-
velops programming for top national brands. His agency houses a research facility on 
its campus – and they use national research services to continually dig into consumer 
motivation. He is a featured speaker on national marketing panels and has presented his 
work at AT&T, Western Union, Taco Bell, Burger King and numerous CMO conferences. 
The updated study is featured annually in Business Insider and other publications. 

Business | Marketing

the ParticiPatiOn gaMe. hOw the tOP 100 BranDS 
BuiLD LOyaLty in a SkePticaL wOrLD

nOrty cOhen
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: 
Ideapress Publishing
135 pp.
May 2018

Territory: World excl. North 
America

Material Available
English MS

The Hard Break is for anyone who is frus-

trated and struggling with always being on 

and working all of the time. 

This book illustrates that taking the Sabbath, a day 

of rest or a “hard break,” is not only good for your 

health, mental well-being and family life, but also 

beneficial for business, career, creativity, and your 

problem-solving ability. 

The goal of the book is to change work culture 

through inspirational stories and in-depth research 

showing that working/being “connected” 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week is harmful in many ways. 

Aaron M. Edelheit is the Chief Strategy Officer of FLO Technologies. Since sell-
ing his company, The American Home in 2015, Aaron founded Mindset Capital, 
a private investment firm. Aaron has been featured in the Wall Street Journal, 
CNBC, Bloomberg, and the New York Times and has given lectures on entre-
preneurship and investments all over the U.S., Canada and South Africa. Aaron 
serves on the board of the Moishe House Foundation and is a Partner of Social 
Venture Partners in Santa Barbara working on homelessness. 

Personal Development

the harD Break. the caSe fOr the 24/6 LifeStyLe

aarOn M. eDeLheit
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: 
Ideapress Publishing
250 pp.
April 2018

Territory: World excl. North 
America

Material Available
English MS

A must-read for anyone interested in the 
change management process.

In business, change is a constant. All successful 
companies are making changes all of the time. And 
change agents are the people who develop, socialize, 
and lead such initiatives. They are the sine qua non 
of the transformation process. It is hard work for 
bright boys and girls.

Corporate Goad: Case Studies in Transformational 
Change is designed to challenge and inspire the 
change agents of today. Kurt Krauss presents six in-
dispensable coaching points and six key performance 
leverage areas, and brings them to life through thir-
ty case studies of memorable assignments that he led 
over his long and successful management consulting 
career.

Mr. Krauss draws the case studies from his work 
with companies and institutions such as Marriott 
Corporation, Target Stores, Johns Hopkins Hospital, 
Norwegian Caribbean Cruise Lines, and General 
Motors.

This book is a must-read for all current and poten-
tial agents of change: executives, managers, project 
leaders, management consultants, business school 
students, and anyone else who is interested in the 
change management process.

Kurt Krauss spent his career leading major transformative change initiatives 
across a wide variety of companies, institutions, and organizations. He began his 
career working in production and inventory management for two companies in the 
Midwest. In 1992, Mr. Krauss co-founded The Mead Point Group, a small manage-
ment consulting firm focused on strategy, organization, and operations work in the 
service sector. His firm was purchased by the advertising giant Young & Rubicam 
in 1997, and he then served as Chief Financial Officer of Burson-Marsteller, the 
largest subsidiary of Y&R.

Business & Management

cOrPOrate gOaD. caSe StuDieS in tranSfOrMatiOnaL change

kurt krauSS

Spring 2018 Rights List   -   www.2seasagency.com   -   marleen.seegers@2seasagency.com   -   chrysothemis.armefti@2seasagency.com

“A fantastic book in many ways, from laugh out loud funny to case studies that drive home 
tried and true business concepts. A true mix of what has worked very well over the years, 
along with new found creativity. Great read!” — Tony Castor, Managing Director, Kidd & 
Company 
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: 
Ideapress Publishing
165 pp.
February 2018

Territory: World excl. North 
America

Material Available
English MS

Clicksand is an explosive wake-up call and 
warning for business owners about the dan-
gers and hypocrisy in online marketing.

Clicksand exposes how the online marketing indus-
try is destroying millions of businesses in a greedy 
money grab. From the largest companies such as 
Google, Facebook and Hubspot, to small agencies 
and consultants in every city and town, online mar-
keters are convincing unsuspecting business owners 
that online marketing is a panacea that will solve 
all of their sales and marketing challenges. In real-
ity, the businesses that fall for the “pitch” of online 
marketers are being lured onto the rocks of destruc-
tion by following a siren song of pitchmen who are 
more interested in making money than helping their 
clients.

Bill details the unscrupulous techniques that online 
marketing pitchmen use to convince business own-
ers, the societal factors that are unnaturally mag-
nifying their success and how businesses who are 
caught in the trap can escape and get back to what 
really works.

Clicksand challenges the conventional “group think” 
mentality prevalent in business these days and takes 
on some of the most powerful forces in marketing 
today in an effort to help business owners avoid 
disaster.

Bill Troy is an Inc. 500 CEO and a natural-born contrarian who, for 25 years, has 
helped global brands like Sony, Disney and Nestle see the world from a different 
perspective. As CEO of Civilis Marketing, Bill and his team help companies initi-
ate and nurture REALationshipsTM   that drive business growth using today’s digital 
communication tools—without resorting to the high-pressure, high-volume auto-
mated techniques sold by online marketing pitchmen.

Business | Marketing

cLickSanD. hOw OnLine Marketing wiLL DeStrOy yOur BuSineSS  
(anD the unLikeLy Secret tO Saving it)

BiLL trOy
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“Bill always brings a unique perspective that shakes up the marketing establishment.” — Abe 
Recio, Senior Vice President, Sony Pictures Entertainment

“Businesses like ours are definitely being targeted and then fleeced every day by online mar-
keting pitchmen. Bill and his Civilis Marketing team are fighting a battle that needs to be 
won.” — Rex Elliott, Owner, Cooper & Elliott LLC
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: Ideapress
310 pp.
February 2017

Territory: World excl. NA

Rights Sold
Taiwan, Korea 

Practical steps to avoid wasting time, money, and op-
portunities and improve decision-making. In our own 
lives we know the pain of following a promising path 
only to realize it leads to a negative outcome. What 
seem like great decisions based on solid reasons end 
up costing us time, money, opportunity, or more. 

Jack Quarles is the founder of Buying Excellence®. Over 
the last 15 years, Jack implemented software and BPO 
solutions with Fortune 500, federal, and state government 
clients. He has worked on cost reduction project teams 
with Accenture, Bridge Strategy and McKinsey.

Business & Management

exPenSive SentenceS. DeBunking the cOMMOn MythS that DeraiL 
DeciSiOnS anD SaBOtage SucceSS 

Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: Ideapress
275 pp.
May 2017

Territory: World excl. NA

Rights Sold
Arabic

Ready to reap the rewards of recognition? An A-to-Z 
guide packed with actionable advice for developing 
your personal brand and accelerating your profes-
sional success. 26 practical lessons to help you wheth-
er you’re an entrepreneur, business leader, aspiring 
professional, creative, marketer or second careerist. 
Insights from professionals who are reaping the re-
wards of recognition.

Seth Price is a marketer, motivator, media-maker and 
entrepreneur. He’s recognized as a business-builder and 
digital marketing specialist. Barry Feldman is a digi-
tal marketing super freak. He founded Feldman Creative. 
LinkedIn, Inc.  and he is a top content marketing and social 
media influencer and leader.

Business | Marketing

the rOaD tO recOgnitiOn. the a-tO-Z guiDe tO PerSOnaL BranDing 
fOr acceLerating yOur PrOfeSSiOnaL SucceSS in the age Of DigitaL MeDia

Author: Rohit Bhargava
Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: Ideapress
194 pp. | May 2017

Territory: World excl. NA

Rights Sold
China, Korea, Taiwan, Russia, 
Arabic, World Spanish 

25,000+ copies sold

•	 #1 Best Selling Self Help > 
Happiness Book On Amazon 

•	 #1 Best Selling Business > 
Careers	>	Job	Hunting	On	
Amazon 

•	 2017 Foreword Indie & 2017 
International	Book	Awards	Fi-
nalist in the category Career

An entertainingly irreverent self-help book filled 
with brutally honest secrets of success no one has 
ever dared to tell you. Through a bite-size collection 
of 15 quirky and insightful stories told in a highly 
readable style. 

For anyone sick of hearing you should do what you 
love, take more risks and make mistakes, this em-
powering book is like a desperately needed pair of 
noise-canceling headphones for uselessly obvious ad-
vice. Instead, Always Eat Left Handed offers a real 
world, no-nonsense playbook for getting ahead in 
school, work and life by doing exactly the opposite of 
what most people tell you. Starting, of course, with 
eating left handed.

Business & Management | Self-Help
aLwayS eat Left hanDeD. 15 SurPriSing 
SecretS  fOr kiLLing it at wOrk anD in reaL Life



Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: 
Ideapress Publishing
180 pp.
2015

Territory: World excl. NA

Rights Sold
Taiwan, Indonesia

Is your organization ready for what is coming? Between the 
decline of modern management, the social media shift of 
power toward individuals, and the ascent of the Millennial 
generation into leadership roles, companies of all shapes 
and sizes are facing a future that they are ill-equipped to 
handle. As a result of this perfect storm of changes, many 
organizations are struggling to stay relevant to customers, 
capitalize on opportunities in the marketplace, and attract 
top talent.

Jamie Notter and Maddie Grant are the founding 
partners of Culture That Works and strategists known for 
helping organizations create remarkable cultures, attract 
the best employees and most loyal customers, and thrive 
in the digital age. 

Business & Management

when MiLLenniaLS take Over. PreParing fOr the riDicuLOuSLy 
OPtiMiStic future Of BuSineSS
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: 
Ideapress Publishing
225 pp.
October 2016

Territory: World excl. NA

Rights Sold
Korea, China 

How to create a work environment where personal 
and professional growth are one and the same. As 
Jonathan argues, we’re in the personal economy now, 
and leaders that rely on strategies and tactics to ma-
nipulate people are an endangered species. And we 
all know that, to grow, we need someone outside of 
ourselves to help us see and change what we don’t yet. 
Good Authority is full of practical examples, dialogue 
and tools you can use to change the way you lead. 

Jonathan Raymond is a principal at Refound, a mento-
ring company that helps leaders embody the ideas in this 
book. Over a twenty-year career, he’s worked in tech, clean 
tech and the non-profit world. 

Business & Management

gOOD authOrity. hOw tO BecOMe the LeaDer yOur teaM iS waiting fOr

Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: 
Ideapress Publishing
225 pp.
February 2017

Territory: World excl. NA

Rights Sold
Spain, Mexico, Taiwan

Why must we feel pain? In this timely book, author 
and Harvard-trained pain specialist Dr. Aneesh Singla 
offers a physician’s point of view as he takes a journey 
through medicine, history, and the world around us 
to provide some insights into our experience of pain, 
what we can do about it, and why it hurts in the first 
place. This book offers a lens from which to see pain 
as more than just an inconvenience. It offers a new 
vision of why it hurts and what we should do about it.

Dr. Aneesh Singla currently focuses his practice on mini-
mally invasive options for the treatment of chronic pain. 
He is a lecturer at Harvard Medical School.

Health

why it hurtS. a PhySician’S inSightS On the PurPOSe Of Pain
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Individual Authors

Raymond Fong & Chad RiddeRsen

ellen galvin & PatRiCk galvin

angela aCkeRman & BeCCa Puglisi

James altuCheR

dan noRRis
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: 
Lioncrest Publishing
204 pp.
2017

Territory: World excl. English & 
simplified	Chinese	rights

Material Available
English MS

Rights Sold
Chinese	offer	received	

•	 #1 Best Selling Business & 
Money > Small Business & En-
trepreneurship	>	Marketing	On	
Amazon

Growth consultants Raymond Fong and Chad 
Riddersen deconstruct the phenomenon used 
by Silicon Valley’s fast growing tech elite, 
growth hacking.

Raymond and Chad’s framework, the ASP™, is an 
easy to understand blueprint that empowers any 
business to apply growth hacking. The ASP™ was 
developed through their work in the tech community 
and used to produce high-leverage, scalable growth 
for companies in a variety of industries including 
several companies featured on ABC’s TV show Shark 
Tank.

If you’re looking for creative, cost-effective ways to 
grow your business, then ASP™ is the answer.

Raymond Fong acquired his undergraduate degree in engineering from Harvey Mudd 
College. While working in the aerospace industry as a systems engineer on classified 
government projects, he obtained his graduate degree in engineering from the University 
of Southern California. After five years in engineering, Raymond discovered his passion 
lay in marketing and consulting. He went on to establish himself as a recognized expert 
in the internet marketing arena. Since 2005, he has coached, mentored, and trained tens 
of thousands of businesses around the world.

Chad Riddersen graduated from the University of Southern California at the age of 
twenty. After spending a year at Deloitte consulting for Fortune 500 companies, Chad 
went on to work in investment banking where he helped growth-stage companies raise 
capital and get acquired. As an investment banker, Chad raised capital for LegalZoom, 
an online legal-services company, sold a company to American Express, and sold a com-
pany to TiVo, among other transactions. After investment banking, Chad began his work 
as a growth hacker as the first outside consultant for Dollar Shave Club which later was 
acquired by Unilever for one billion dollars.

Businesss & Management

grOwth hacking. SiLicOn vaLLey’S BeSt kePt Secret

rayMOnD fOng & chaD riDDerSen
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“A must read for any business owner that is serious about growing their business.”  — Hanna & Mark, 
Owners of Lollaland (Shark Tank Season 3) 

“A clear framework for top-line growth and a treasure trove of clever ‘growth hacks’.” — David Krip-
pendorf, President of kSafe (Shark Tank Season 6) 

“Delivers on the promise to share those ‘best kept secrets’ and how to easily apply them to your small 
business.”  — Michele Kapustka, Owner of SENDaALL.com (Shark Tank Season 1)

“Growth Hacking provides the marketing theory and actionable tactics you need to help your business 
be more successful.” — Ira Kalb, Professor of Marketing, University of Southern California
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: 
Joseph Rudolph Publishers 
194 pp.

Territory: World excl. English 
rights

Material Available
English MS

3,000+ copies sold

Bella’s practical, commonsense advice in-
spires readers to be their own best “top dog” 
in life and business.

Written from the point of view of Bella, a happy 
and mischievous boxer, Secrets of a Working Dog. 
Unleash Your Potential and Create Success teaches 
readers how to live successful and well-balanced lives 
by tapping into their inner dog and adopting the tech-
niques that come naturally to canines of all shapes, 
sizes and pedigrees.

Blending wit and wisdom with good old-fashioned ca-
nine intuition, Bella has created an easy yet powerful 
read that takes humans on a walk of self-discovery. 

This book is for anyone who seeks straightforward 
and simple advice on how to how to juggle the respon-
sibilities and challenges of modern life and still have 
fun… from stepping up as leader of the pack to staying 
focused, shaking off setbacks, pursuing your dreams, 
building long-lasting relationships and living fully 
while balancing work and play.

Ellen Galvin is a published author and travel writer who enjoys writing about the peo-
ple, places and pets that make life colorful, interesting and fun. She is the voice behind 
Bella the Boxer, an opinionated and savvy dog whose literary efforts and social media 
savvy have won her the attention of fans from around the world. Ellen is also the co-
founder of The Galvanizing Group, a speaking, coaching and consulting company in 
Portland, Oregon that galvanizes business success by teaching people how to build better 
relationships and helping companies grow stronger brands. Ellen has an MBA from the 
Haas School of Business at the University of California, Berkeley, and a BA from Hofstra 
University in New York.

Patrick Galvin is the cofounder and chief galvanizer of The Galvanizing Group, a 
speaking, coaching and consulting company in Portland, Oregon that galvanizes busi-
ness success by teaching people how to build better relationships and helping companies 
grow stronger brands. Patrick is also an accomplished professional speaker, delivering 
keynote presentations, breakout sessions, and workshops for organizations throughout 
the world. Patrick graduated cum laude from Georgetown University with a BS in Foreign 
Service and with an MBA in international marketing from Thunderbird. 

Businesss & Management | Motivation

SecretS Of a wOrking DOg. unLeaSh yOur POtentiaL 
anD create SucceSS

BeLLa the BOxer, with eLLen gaLvin anD Patrick gaLvin
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“Delightful and insightful, Bella’s pearls of wisdom will entertain while imparting more than a few 
valuable lessons.” – Publishers Weekly

“A humorous take on success in the corporate world [...] an excellent and highly recommended re-
source for anyone who wants to succeed in life and in the business world.” – Midwest Book Review
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: 
Joseph Rudolph Publishers 
104 pp.

Territory: World excl. English 
rights

Material Available
English MS

12,000+ copies sold

Seven simple yet powerful rules for building 
business one relationship at a time.

Great relationships are the difference between success 
and failure in business. That’s the lesson that Robert 
Hanson, owner of a struggling insurance agency, is 
about to learn. 

By following the advice of two surprising mentors 
and the natural connectors he meets through them, 
Robert uncovers powerful relationship-building se-
crets that have long eluded him...even though they 
were always in plain sight. 

As you follow the transformative journey of Robert 
and his business, you’ll discover seven simple yet 
powerful rules for building business one relationship 
at a time. 

Whether you’re looking to move ahead in your career 
or grow a company, this book will galvanize you into 
action and provide a clear path to success.

A natural-born connector, Patrick Galvin was the kid in school who made new friends 
wherever he went. His relationship-building skills have led to success in jobs ranging 
from ice cream scooper in high school to president of his family’s furniture company to 
cofounder and chief galvanizer of The Galvanizing Group, a speaking, coaching and con-
sulting company in Portland, Oregon that galvanizes business success by teaching people 
how to build better relationships and helping companies grow stronger brands. 

Patrick is also a professional speaker with a passion for teaching people how to cultivate 
connections in the real world and online using simple yet effective techniques. With 
energy and insight, he galvanizes audiences to set big business goals while providing 
them with the tools to achieve them. Patrick has received hundreds of enthusiastic testi-
monials for his presentations and workshops for companies and associations throughout 
the world. Whether he’s speaking to an audience of one or 1,000, Patrick’s goal is the 
same: To galvanize business success, one relationship at a time.

Businesss & Management | Motivation

the cOnnectOr’S way. a StOry aBOut BuiLDing BuSineSS One 
reLatiOnShiP at a tiMe

Patrick gaLvin
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“In a world where people are looking for the ‘one big thing’ that will change their fortunes, this book 
reminds us that ‘one big thing’ is rarely the answer. It is often a series of small things that make all the 
difference. Best of all, the small things that the author prescribes are all doable. I highly recommend 
this book.” — Richard Fenton, author, Go for No!

“I’m so grateful for this book since it inspired my successful business plan this year. Its simple yet pow-
erful rules for building business one relationship at a time would work well for companies of any size 
and in any industry.”  — Tammy Wittren, loan originator, Guild Mortgage Company
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Angela Ackerman and Becca Puglisi are bestselling authors, writing 
coaches, and international speakers. Their books are available in multiple 
languages, are sourced by US universities, and are used by novelists, screen-
writers, editors, and psychologists around the world. Angela and Becca also 
co-founded their popular Writers Helping Writers® site, a hub where authors 
can hone their craft, as well as One Stop for Writers®, an innovative online 
library built to help writers elevate their storytelling.

Creative Writing | Reference

DeScriPtive theSauruS cOLLectiOn

angeLa ackerMan & Becca PugLiSi
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: JADD Publishing
168-292 pp.
2012-2017

Territory: World excl. English

Material Available
English MS

Rights Sold
The Emotion Thesaurus: Japan, 
Korea, Romania, Taiwan, China 
The Positive/Negative Trait The-
saurus: Japan, Korea
The Rural/Urban Setting Thesau-
rus: Japan, Korea, Taiwan
The Emotional Wounds Thesaurus: 
Japan, Korea

3000,000 copies sold in total; 
Bestseller in Japan:

A collection of unique bestselling guides help-
ing writers to craft distinctive, emotionally 
compelling characters.

The Emotion Thesaurus covers the show-don’t-
tell aspect of character emotion by listing the body 
language, thoughts, and visceral sensations of seven-
ty-five different emotions. Using its easy-to-navigate 
list format, readers can draw inspiration from charac-
ter cues that range in intensity to match any emotion-
al moment, including situations where a character is 
trying to hide their feelings from others. 

The Positive Trait Thesaurus is brimming with 
ideas to help you develop one-of-a-kind, dynamic 
characters that readers will love. 

The Negative Trait Thesaurus. Through its 
flaw-centric exploration of character arc, motivation, 
emotional wounds, and basic needs, writers will learn 
which flaws make the most sense for their heroes, vil-
lains, and other members of the story’s cast.

The Rural Setting Thesaurus takes, show-don’t 
tell, to new heights. It offers writers a roadmap to cre-
ating fresh setting imagery that impacts the story on 
multiple levels and keeps readers engaged from the 
first page to the last.

The Urban Setting Thesaurus helps you tailor 
each setting to your characters while creating a real-
istic, textured world your readers will long to return 
to, even after the book closes.

The Emotional  Wounds Thesaurus will help 
you identify your characters’ backstory wounds and 
convey their fears, motivations, and behaviors accu-
rately. Using this resource to gain a deep-level un-
derstanding of a character, you can plot a tailored 
arc of inner growth that guides them away from the 
pain of their past and toward meaningful goals and 
fulfillment.
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James Altucher is a successful entrepreneur, angel investor, chess master and best-
selling author. Since launching his blog in 2010, more than 20 million readers have 
turned to James for advice on how to create their own success. As the host of The James 
Altucher Show, James reaches more than 200,000 global listeners and has received 
more than 12 million downloads since its launch in 2014. All of his books have been best-
sellers and he is translated in over a dozen languages. With 485,000 followers, James 
Altucher is ranked No. 4 “influencer” on LinkedIn, after Bill Gates, Richard Branson 
and Mohamed A. El Erian, the financier and author.

JaMeS aLtucher
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Orig. Language: English
274 pp.
June 2013

Territory: World excl. English

Rights Sold
Brazil, Bulgaria, China, Czech 
Republic, Korea, Lithuania, Po-
land, Romania, Taiwan, Thailand, 
Turkey, Vietnam, Russia

Over half a million copies sold — WSJ 
Bestseller

The world is changing. No longer is someone coming 
to hire you, to invest in your company, to sign you, to 
pick you. It’s on you to make the most important deci-
sion of your life: Choose Yourself.

This book will teach you to do just that. With dozens of 
case studies, interviews and examples – including the 
author, investor and entrepreneur James Altucher’s 
own heartbreaking and inspiring story – Choose 
Yourself illuminates your personal path to building a 
bright, new world out of the wreckage of the old.

chOOSe yOurSeLf. Be haPPy, Make MiLLiOnS, Live the DreaM

Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: Createspace
235 pp.
September 2015

Territory: World excl. English

Rights Sold
China, Korea, Vietnam, Mexico, 
Poland

Not everyone is cut out to be an entrepreneur. Many 
of us are happy to have a job; we just want a better job, 
one that fulfills us, makes us wealthy, and brings us 
satisfaction. Still, income is now permanently going 
down versus inflation for the average employee.  

This is the first book ever to detail how one can be-
come a rich employee in our times. And there is more: 
companies in this new century will only succeed if 
they encourage their employees to develop The Rich 
Employee mindset.

the rich eMPLOyee 

Business & Management | Motivational

reinvent yOurSeLf
Orig. Language: English
203 pp.
January 2017

Territory: World excl. English

Rights Sold
Vietnam 

40,000+ copies sold

Reinvention was the key to ensuring that the out-
comes in life were positive ones. The entire world: 
technology, governments, the shifting landscapes of 
opportunity and success, are all turning upside down, 
forcing us to reinvent as individuals and as a culture.  

Here, I describe specific techniques, share stories, tell 
the stories of others, and give the ultimate guide to 
not only how but why it is critical for people to master 
the skills of reinvention.



Orig. Language: English
204 pp. | September 2014

Territory: World excl. English

Rights Sold
Poland, Thailand, Korea, Vietnam, 
Czech Republic, China, Japan, Ser-
bia, Taiwan

36,000+ copies sold

From generating ideas to gaining your first paying 
customers, The 7 Day Startup is the bootstrapper’s 
bible for launching your next product. 

If you’ve struggled in the past to launch a profitable 
business and are tired of reading stories about found-
ers who swung for the fences and succeeded, then you 
need to listen to Dan’s story. Dan founded WP Curve 
and launched it from scratch in just 7 days, turning it 
into a successful six figure business.

Business & Management

the 7 Day StartuP. yOu DOn’t Learn untiL 
yOu Launch

224 pp. | August 2015

Territory: World excl. English

Rights Sold
China, Taiwan, Vietnam, Iran

15,000+ copies sold 

Content Machine outlines a strategy for using content 
marketing to build a 7-figure business with zero ad-
vertising. Since the purpose of content marketing is 
to build a great business, Content Machine focuses 
heavily on how to create a high growth business off 
the back of your content. Author Dan Norris shares 
his story about how he grew his WordPress support 
business from scratch to over $1m AUD annual run 
rate in 2 years, spending only $181.23 on advertising.

Whether you are a blogger, content marketer, entre-
preneur or marketing manager, Content Machine will 
help you see the return you deserve from your content 
marketing efforts.

cOntent Machine. uSe cOntent Marketing tO 
BuiLD a 7-figure BuSineSS with ZerO aDvertiSing
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106 pp. | October 2016

Territory: World excl. English

Rights Sold
Poland, Iran

15,000+ copies sold 

•	 Top 10 in Amazon US in the 
categories	Innovation,	Cre-
ativity,	Startups

Most of us have always wanted to make something 
but, for any number of reasons, haven’t. This book ex-
ists for only one reason: to help you create that some-
thing. We are all creative — there is a creator in you.

But there is also a force called Hate, which will work 
against your creativity and stop you from making 
things. Hate can be controlled and overpowered, and 
your creative side can be nurtured and grown. This 
book will show you how.

create Or hate. SucceSSfuL PeOPLe Make thingS

Dan Norris is a serial entrepreneur, award-winning content marketer, international 
speaker and the author of 4 number 1 Amazon best-selling business books. After failing at 
entrepreneurship for 7 years, he founded wpcurve.com. With over 65,000 copies sold, Dan’s 
books have been translated into 13 languages and inspired thousands of people around the 
world to launch their businesses, with many resulting in 6 - and even 7 - figure businesses.

Dan nOrriS
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Ideapress Publishing (United States)

John asheR     Close Deals Faster: The 15 Shortcuts of the Asher Sales Method    4

Rohit BhaRgava     Non Obvious. How to Think Different, Curate Ideas & Predict the Future    5

noRty Cohen     The Participation Game: How the Top 100 Brands Build Loyalty In A Skeptical World    6

aaRon m. edelheit    The Hard Break: The Case for the 24/6 Lifestyle  7

kuRt kRauss     Corporate Goad: Case Studies in Transformational Change  8

Bill tRoy    Clicksand. How Online Marketing Will Destroy Your Business  (And The Unlikely Secret To 

 Saving It)  9

Rohit BhaRgava     Always Eat Left Handed: 15 Surprising Secrets for Killing It At Work And In Real Life    10

seth PRiCe and BaRRy Feldman     The Road to Recognition: The A-to-Z Guide to Personal Branding for

 Accelerating Your Professional Success in the Age of Digital Media    10

JaCk QuaRles     Expensive Sentences. Debunking the Common Myths that Derail Decisions and Sabotage Success    10

Jamie notteR & maddie gRant    When Millennials Take Over. Preparing for the Ridiculously Optimistic 

  Future of Business    11

Jonathan Raymond    Good Authority. How to Become the Leader Your Team Is Waiting For    11

dR. aneesh singla    Why It Hurts. A Physician’s Reflections of the Purpose of Pain    11

Individual English authors

Raymond Fong & Chad RiddeRsen     Growth Hacking. Silicon Valley’s Best Kept Secret   13

Bella the BoxeR, with ellen galvin & PatRiCk galvin   Secrets of a Working Dog. Unleash Your Potential and 

Create Success   14

PatRiCk galvin   The Connector’s Way. A Story about Building Business One Relationship at a Time   15

angela aCkeRman & BeCCa Puglisi    Descriptive Thesaurus Collection    16

James altuCheR    Reinvent Yourself    17

James altuCheR    Choose Yourself. Be Happy, Make Millions, Live the Dream    17

James altuCheR    The Rich Employee     17

dan noRRis    The 7-Day Startup. You Don’t Learn Until You Launch    18

dan noRRis    Content Machine. Use Content Marketing to Build a 7-figure Business With Zero Advertising    18

dan noRRis    Create or Hate: Successful People Make Things    18

inDex
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LateSt rightS DeaLS

2 Seas Agency’s most recent foreign rights deals include:

aPriL 2018
Cebeni, Valentina, The Secret Recipe for Love: France (Charleston)

Benschop, Jurriaan, Salt in the Wound. Artists in Europe: World English (Garret)

March 2018
Cognetti, Paolo, The Eight Mountains: the Netherlands – audio rights (De Bezige Bij)

Colin, Jérôme, The Battlefield: Italy (Stile Libero/Einaudi, pre-empt), the Netherlands (De Bezige Bij, pre-empt), 

Romania (Vellant)

The Dalai Lama & Stril-Rever, Sofia, A Call for Revolution: Poland (Vis-à-Vis Etiuda)

Faggiani, Franco, Maintenance of the Senses: the Netherlands (Signatuur)

Marsons, Angela, Evil Games, Lost Girls, Play Dead, Blood Lines & Dead Souls: Denmark (Jentas A/S)

Raymond, Jonathan, Good Authority: China (Beijing Media Time)

Ricard, Matthieu & Singer, Wolf, Beyond the Self. Dialogues between a Neuroscientist and a Buddhist Monk: 

Vietnam (Thai Ha)

Singer, Tania & Ricard, Matthieu, with Kate Karius (eds.), Power and Care. Towards Balance for our Com-

mon Future—Science, Society and Spirituality in Dialogue with the Dalai Lama: Korea (Gimm-Young)

Strukul, Matteo, Casanova. The Ballad of Broken Hearts: the Netherlands (Boekerij) 

van Hooijdonk, Richard, The World of Tomorrow: Bulgaria (Kragozor)

feBruary 2018
Berry, Wendell, Selection of Various Poems: France (Arfuyen)

Bhargava, Rohit, Always Eat Left Handed: Mexico (Planeta Mexicana, World Spanish)

Cohen, Norty, The Participation Game: China  (Hangzhou Blue Lion, at auction)

Damas, Jeanne & Bastide, Lauren, In Paris: Vietnam (AZ Culture Co. Ltd)

Helinski, Roman, The Waffle Factory: Czech Republic (Plus/Albatros)

Klos, Felix, Winston Churchill. Father of Europe: Portugal (Clube do Autor)

Lemaitre, Pierre, Rosy & John: Japan (Bungei Shunju)

Marsons, Angela, Blood Lines and Dead Souls: Iceland (N29, in a two-book deal)

Rau, Thomas & Oberhuber, Sabine, Material Matters: Italy (Ambiente)

Sattouf Riad,  Esther’s Notebooks vol. 1 and 2: Turkey (Epsilon, 2-book deal)

Singer, Tania & Ricard, Matthieu, with Kate Karius (eds.), Power and Care: USA (MIT Press, WEL, pre-empt)

Wolkers, Jan, Turkish Delight: Argentina (Libros del Zorzal, World Spanish)

Vuillard, Eric, The Agenda: Norway (Solum)
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cLientS & cO-agentS

WORLDWIDE REPRESENTATION
Selected titles presented in our Spring 2018 Rights Lists

france

Allary Editions | Editions du Détour | Editions de La Martinière Littérature | Le Livre de Poche (paper-

back originals only) + imprint Préludes Editions | Massot Editions | Editions de l’Opportun |

Editions Rabelais

the netherLanDS

Bertram + de Leeuw | Hollands Diep | Meulenhoff Boekerij | Van Oorschot

uniteD StateS

Ideapress Publishing

authOrS (in Our SPring 2018 rightS LiStS)
Angela Ackerman & Becca Puglisi | James Altucher | Paulien Cornelisse | Jeanne Damas & Lauren Bastide 

(via Editions Grasset) | Jacques Expert (via Sonatine Editions) | Raymond Fong & Chad Riddersen | 

Patrick & Ellen Galvin | Dan Norris

EXCLUSIVE CO-AGENTS 
For our world rights titles

Brazil: Villas-Boas & Moss Agency | China: CA-Link (English titles) | China: The Artemis Agency  

(French & Dutch titles) | Baltic States, Central Europe (excl Poland), Balkan & Southeast-

ern Europe, Eastern Europe (excl Russia, Belarus, Ukraine): Livia Stoia Agency | Greece: 

Ersilia Agency | Israel: The Deborah Harris Agency | Italy: The Ella Sher Agency | Japan: 

Tuttle-Mori Agency | Poland: Graal Agency  | Russia, Belarus, Ukraine: Anastasia Lester Agency 

| Spain: SalmaiaLit | Taiwan: The Artemis Agency | Turkey: AnatoliaLitAgency


